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4. **Rationale:**
   PR interval on the resting electrocardiogram (ECG) has been suggested as a potential predictor for future risk of developing atrial fibrillation (AF) (1). Currently, prolongation of the PR interval is a component of the Framingham AF risk score (2), which was validated in the Age, Gene/Environment Susceptibility-Reykjavik Study (AGES) and the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS) (3). However, inconsistencies have been reported regarding the association between prolonged PR and AF, especially among racially diverse cohorts. For example, prolonged PR interval did not add to the prediction of AF in the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study (4), and paradoxically short PR interval was more predictive of AF than prolonged PR interval in a meta-analysis using data from multiple cohorts in the United States and Europe (5).

   An explanation for the observed inconsistencies stems from the fact that the PR interval consists of three different components: time from P-wave onset to peak P wave (which represents conduction within the right atrium), time from peak P-wave to the end of P-wave (which represents conduction within the left atrium), and the PR segment (representing AV conduction) (8). Since each part of the PR interval represents an independent entity, the association between each component of the PR interval with AF may be independent, suggesting that abnormalities detected in the PR interval are not uniform (6). Therefore, an examination of the the association between each component of the PR interval with future development of AF possibly will help to explain the aforementioned inconsistencies and aid in our ability to predict AF events in the general population. To address these gaps in knowledge, we propose to examine the association between each component of the PR interval with AF in the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**
   The purpose of this study is to examine the association between each component of PR interval (P onset to P peak duration, P peak to P end duration and PR segment) with incident AF in ARIC.

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).**

   **Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria**
   We will include all participants with baseline ECG data and incident AF data. We will exclude participants with non-sinus rhythms at baseline, including AF or with ECG conditions that impact PR interval measurements (e.g. advanced AV block, WPW). Also, participants on anti-arrhythmic drugs or digoxin will be excluded. Similar to prior ARIC
papers, non-white and non-black individuals will be excluded, as well as blacks from the Minnesota and Washington sites.

Outcomes
The primary outcome will be incident AF as defined as in prior ARIC publications (7).

Main Exposure Variables:
Baseline P onset to P peak duration, P peak to P end duration and PR segment identified from baseline ECG data.

Covariates:
Baseline (visit 1) age, race, sex, education level, study site, body mass index, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, use of antihypertensive medications, total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, smoking status, serum glucose, hypertension, diabetes, and heart rate.

Statistical Analyses
Baseline characteristics (visit 1) of the analysis population will be tabulated and compared across different components of PR interval (P onset to P peak duration, P peak to P end duration and PR segment). The 95th percentile of each component will be used as the cut-point defining an abnormality. Age-adjusted incidence rates of AF per 1000 person-years in the study participants, overall and across different components of PR interval (P onset to P peak duration, P peak to P end duration and PR segment) will be computed using Kaplan-Meier estimates.

Cox regression will be used to examine the association between each component of the PR interval (P onset to P peak duration, P peak to P end duration and PR segment) with AF. These components will be used in the models as binary variables (using the 95th percentile as the cut-point defining abnormality) and as continuous variables (per 1-standard deviation increase). Models will be adjusted as follows: Model 1 adjusted for age, sex, race, study site, and education level; Model 2 adjusted for Model 1 covariates plus heart rate, body mass index, prevalent coronary artery disease, prevalent congestive heart failure, diabetes, hypertension, dyslipidemia, and smoking status.

Subgroup analyses will be performed by age (dichotomized at median age), sex, and race (white vs. black). Additionally, we will examine the graphical dose-response relationship between each component of the PR interval (P onset to P peak duration, P peak to P end duration and PR segment) with AF using a restricted cubic spline model at the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles.
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